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0. Main points of this talk

• There are two kinds of semantic mechanisms that are responsible for distributivity effects: (1) 
quantification over individuals by means of a distributive operator ('Q-distributivity') and (2) 
vagueness rooted in the lexical semantics of a predicate ('P-distributivity').

• Q-distributivity is unavailable with group noun subjects, supporting an analysis of group noun 
denotations as atomic.

• Apparent exceptions, like the distributive interpretation of The team is wearing an orange vest, 
receive an explanation in terms of polyadic P-distributivity over a group and a property.

• The distinction between P- and Q-distributivity is not just relevant in the domain of plurality, but 
in the domain of genericity as well. The distinction between group nouns and plural definites is 
mirrored by the distinction between definite kinds and bare plurals.

• General picture: when referring to a collection (a kind or a group) we can refer either to that 
collection as a whole (an atomic higher-order entity), or to the sum of its members. In the former 
case, distributivity effects can only be the result of vagueness; in the latter case, distributivity 
can be derived by means of quantification.

(1) a. The council talked about that issue yesterday.
b. The councillors talked about that issue yesterday.

c. The council is either sleeping or playing golf.
d. The councillors are either sleeping or playing golf.

(2) a. The linguistics professor is a peculiar creature.
b. Linguistics professors are peculiar creatures.

c. The linguistics professor gets paid more and more as you move South.
d. Linguistics professors get paid more and more as you move South.

_____________

1. On distributive and collective interpretations, and the semantic mechanisms that 
derive them

(3) a. The children laughed.
b. The children gathered in the garden.

Two different approaches:
• Lexical (Scha 1981): the collectivity/distributivity distinction is purely lexical, not formal

 The semantics of (3) according to Scha: →
a. laugh(the_children)
b. gather(the_children)

• Formal (Link 1983, Roberts 1987 and most people since): the collectivity/distributivity distinction 
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is reflected in the formal semantics of the sentence
 The semantics of (3) according to Link:→

a. ∀x ∈ the_children: laugh(x) (derived by means of a distributivity operator)
b. gather(the_children)

Data Scha can't account for (Winter 1997, Brisson 1998):

(4) a. The girls drank a whole bottle of wine.
b.  There is a whole bottle of wine that the girls drank.←
c.  Each of the girls drank a whole bottle of wine.←

Without quantification over individual girls, the existential quantifier introduced by the NP a whole bottle 
of wine necessarily takes scope over the entire sentence and the reading in (c) cannot be derived. 

Winter (1997) suggests a mixed account: while we need a D-operator to account for entailments like those 
in (4), the distributive interpretation of simpler cases (like (3a)) may be a matter of lexical semantics. 
This means that there is no one-to-one correspondence between different interpretations on the one hand 
and different formal mechanisms on the other, so we need clearly separate definitions of both: 

Definitions:

(5) Distributivity and collectivity: Suppose we have a sentence S of the form X Pred, where X is a 
plural, conjunction or group noun, and Pred is a predicate. An interpretation of S is distributive if 
we infer that [[Pred]](x) for every member x of [[X]]; otherwise1

 it is collective.

(6) D-operator and direct predication: Suppose we have a sentence S of the form X Pred, where X is 
a plural, conjunction or group noun, and Pred is a predicate:  

• Applying a D-operator derives the logical form ∀x∈[[X]] ([[Pred]](x)).

• Direct predication over a collection derives the logical form [[Pred]]([[X]]).

(7) P-distributivity and Q-distributivity: If a distributive interpretation is derived by means of a D-
operator, it is Q-distributive. If it is derived by means of direct predication, it is P-distributive.

Schematically:

_____________
2. On sums and atoms

Standard assumption: plural definites (like the girls) and conjoined NPS (like Lauren and Sam) denote 
sums (in this case: l⊕s), while group NPs (like the group of girls) denote atoms, whose individual members 

1 I'm disregarding cases of 'intermediate distributivity', as in Roger, Hammerstein & Hart wrote musicals (Gillon 
1987), but the definition can straightforwardly be extended to include these cases
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aren't accessible to the compositional semantics (Barker 1992, Schwarzschild 1996; for a different view on 
group nouns see Pearson 2011).
It is clear that group NPs do not denote the sum of a group's members: 

(8) a. Lauren and Sam first met in 1999 /  the committee consisting of Lauren and Sam first met in← →  
1999

(9) a. The members of the committee are Lauren and Sam
b. *The members of Lauren and Sam are Lauren and Sam

But that doesn't necessarily mean that they denote atoms. Krifka (2003) notes that group nouns are 
incompatible with cardinality predicates like be numerous, but

(10)a. Each enemy army was numerous (from Champollion 2010)
b. Het leger is talrijk 
    “the army is numerous” (Dutch; OK to about half of my informers) 

Prediction: if group noun denotations are atomic, quantification over individual group members is not 
possible; therefore, while P-distributivity may be available with group nouns, Q-distributivity is not.

And it turns out that
• ...both collectivity and P-distributivity are available with group nouns:

(11)a. The First Aid team laughed/cried/sang/cycled to Amsterdam.
b. The First Aid team gathered in the garden.

• ...Q-distributivity, however, is available with plurals but not with group nouns:

(12)a. The team members are either walking or cycling.
 Each team mamber is either walking or cycling.←
 The team as a whole is either walking or cycling.←

b. The team is either walking or cycling.
 The team as a whole is either walking or cycling.↔

(13)a. The boys have the most coins / have more coins than 
the girls.

 Each boy has more coins than each girl.←
 The boys together have more coins than the girls←  

together.
b. The boy team has the most coins / has more coins than 

the girl team.
 The boy team together has more coins than the girl team together.↔

(14)a. The boys would be upset if John kissed their mother.
 Each boy would be upset if John kissed that boy's mother.←
 The boys all have the same mother and would be upset if John kissed her.←

b. ?The class would be upset if John kissed their mother.
 The children in the class all have the same mother and would be upset if John kissed her.↔
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(15)a. De kinderen vinden zichzelf nogal slim. (Dutch)
    “The children consider ZICHZELF rather clever”
b. De klas vindt zichzelf nogal slim.
    “The class considers ZICHZELF rather clever”

Conclusion: distinguishing between P- and Q-distributivity shows that the individual members associated 
with a group noun are not accessible to the compositional semantics. The distributivity data in (11)-(15) 
thus support an analysis of definite plural denotations as sums, and group noun denotations as atoms.

_____________
3. Group distributivity with property indefinites

There is one case of Q-distributivity where we haven't compared plurals and group nouns yet: sentences 
with an indefinite object, like (4). And actually sentences like this seems to be an exception to the above 
generalisation2 :

(16)a. The semanticists are wearing a pink name badge.
 There is a pink name badge that the semanticists are wearing together. ← (unlikely)
 Each of the semanticists is wearing a pink name badge.←

b. The First Aid team is wearing an orange vest.
 There is an orange vest that the First Aid team is wearing together. ← (again unlikely)
 Each of the First Aid team members is wearing an orange vest.←

The same holds for indefinite indirect objects and numerical indefinites:

(17)a. The children in Group A and Group B each made an origami animal. Group A gave the animal to 
a teacher, Group B gave it to a parent.

b. This battalion received four insignia.

Option 1: Q-distributivity. Somehow, in this case, the members of the group are semantically accessible. 
The distributive interpretations of (16a) and (16b) are derived by the same structure, informally: For each 
of the atoms x in [[NP]],  ∃y[orange-vest(y) & wear(x, y)]

Option 2: polyadic P-distributivity. The distributive reading of (16b) is due to the nature of the 
predicate, not to a non-atomic interpretation of the group noun. More specifically, the verb in (16b) 
denotes a relation between a group and a similar kind of higher-order individual: a property. (16b) is 
analysed semanticaly as wear(the_team,orange_vest). 

Property-type indefinites in the literature: 
• McNally (1992): there-sentences / strong vs weak NPs
• Zimmermann (1993, 2006): opaque verbs
• van Geenhoven (1998), Farkas & de Swart (2003), Chung & Ladusaw (2004): link between property-

type indefinites and the syntactic phenomenon of noun incorporation
• Mador-Haim & Winter (2007): spatial relations 

[Note: one of the main aims of the papers mentioned above is to solve the type mismatch between the 
predicate function and the argument. As far as I can see there are two ways to do this: either by means of 

2 English speakers that consider (16a) grammatical also accept (16b). The Dutch equivalents of the sentences in 
(16)-(17) are grammatical in all varieties of Dutch.
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some kind of incorporation mechanism that allows the formation of a complex intransitive predicate, or by 
assuming that the property shifts into its entity correlate. I will not decide between the two approaches 
here because I do not have any decisive arguments for either.]

3.1 Number implicatures with polyadic P-distributivity:

(18) a. #The team is wearing a blue sock.
b. The team is wearing two blue socks / a blue and a green sock.

Why the oddness of (18a), if world knowledge tells us that socks tend to be worn in pairs? Why isn't there 
a P-distributive interpretation of the wear-relation that links single team members to pairs of socks?

• The problem with (15a) is not truth-conditional but pragmatic
• Compare '#I have a guinea pig' (I in fact have two)
• Conclusion: singularity implicature is relativised to group members as part of P-distributivity

3.2 Two alternative (quantificational) explanations of the group distributivity data, and why they  
do not account for the data fully:

• Group credit: compare 'The team is holding up a trophy' when only the captain is actually holding 
it.

 why this does not work: group credit interpretation persists under existential paraphrase,→  
group distributivity does not: 'There is a trophy that the team is holding' is still true in the 
relevant situation but 'There is a shirt that the team is wearing' is not...

• ...unless we interpret it as 'a kind of shirt', of which the team members are wearing tokens: 
quantification over kinds.

 why this does not work either: since → some can quantify over kinds as easily as a, yielding 
truth-conditionally equivalent sentences ('Some/a rare owl was sighted in this forest 
yesterday'), we expect the same truth-conditional equivalence between 'The team is wearing a 
blue shirt' and 'The team is wearing some blue shirt'. But they aren't equivalent: the former but 
not the latter can be true if the members are all wearing different kinds of blue shirt.

 The polyadic P-distributivity analysis can explain the difference between → a and some 
because some-indefinites seem unable to denote properties (be-predication, light verbs, 
opaque predicates, eigenspace semantics)

_____________
4. Intermediate conclusions

• There are two kinds of semantic mechanisms that are responsible for distributivity effects: (1) 
quantification over individuals by means of a distributive operator ('Q-distributivity') and 
vagueness rooted in the lexical semantics of a predicate ('P-distributivity').

• Q-distributivity is unavailable with group noun subjects, supporting an analysis of group noun 
denotations as atomic.

• Apparent exceptions, like the distributive interpretation of The team is wearing an orange vest, 
receive an explanation in terms of polyadic P-distributivity over a group and a property.
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_____________
5. VP coordination: Dowty and Lasersohn revisited

Dowty (1987) and Lasersohn (1995) argue that the collective/distributive ambiguity is located in the VP, 
mainly based on something Lasersohn calls the zeugma test:

(19)John and Mary met in the bar and had a beer.

However, it seems that coordination of a collective and a distributive predicate is only possible when the 
'distributive' predicate is interpreted P-distributively, not when it is interpreted Q-distributively:

(20)a. John and Mary met in the bar and {either danced or sang / collected more coins than Fred and 
Jane / phoned their mother}
b. De kinderen verzamelden zich op het schoolplein en vonden zichzelf erg slim.
     “The children gathered in the schoolyard and considered ZICHZELF rather clever”

Two possible explanations (not mutually exclusive): 
• Syntactic: the D-operator applies at the level of the coordination as a whole (IP level?), not to the 

individual conjuncts
• Semantic: Q-distributivity and direct predication require a different type of subject argument. For 

example, Landman (1989, 1996, 2000) argues (based on different data) that there is no direct 
predication over sums.

____________
6.What about kinds?

Claim of this section: the distinction between P- and Q-distributivity is also useful in the domain of 
genericity. 

Parallels between groups/plurals and kinds:

• Carlson (1977): lack of quantificational paraphrase

(21)a. The lion has a mane.
    /  ← → All/most/many/... lions have a mane.
b. The battalion shifted position.
    /  All/most/many/... members of the battalion shifted position.← →
c. The council voted in favour of the proposal.
    /  All/most/many/... councillors voted in favour of the proposal.← →

• Cases of predication over kinds or groups whose meaning cannot be approximated by a 
quantificational paraphrase are actually quite rare. Most direct predication over both kinds and 
groups can be reasonably paraphrased in terms of universal quantication. But in this respect, too, 
groups and kinds are similar in their tolerance for exceptions (nonmaximality):

(22)a. The class jumped into the lake (compare: Every child in the class jumped into the lake)
b. Dogs bark (compare: Every dog barks}

• Relativised number implicatures: compare (18) with
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(23)a. #Homo sapiens has an eye.
b. Homo sapiens has two eyes.

• Subentailment and behaviour with all: Dowty (1987) notes that the determiner all differs from 
universal quantiers like each and every in that it is compatible with some (but not all) collective 
predicates:

(24) a. *Every child is numerous.
 b. *Each child gathered in the garden.

(25)a. *All the children are numerous.
b. All the children gathered in the garden.

Dowty explains this contrast in terms of subentailment – the 'distributive' entailments of some 
collective predicates. Collective predicates that allow for subentailments are compatible with all, 
collective predicates that do not are incompatible with all. Now consider

(26)a. *Every dodo is widespread / native to Australia.
b. *All the dodos are widespread / native to Australia.

(27)a. *Every dodo is extinct.
b. All the dodos are extinct.

The parallel between predicates like numerous versus to gather on the one hand, and widespread 
versus extinct on the other, suggests that both collective predicates and kind predicates come in 
two avours, which can be distinguished along precisely the same lines: one carries subentailments 
for individuals and is compatible with all, the other does not and is incompatible with all.

• Atoms, sums, and accessibility of individual members. Individuals are only accessible to the 
compositional semantics if we use a plural. The converse (if we use a plural, individuals are 
accessible) is not necessarily true: Link (1984) and Landman (1989, 1996) argue that sum 
denotations may shift into corresponding 'impure atoms', which can be thought about as the 
plurality recast as a group. Schwarzschild (1996) argues against the necessity of impure atoms and 
the idea has not often been used since. However, recently Mador-Haim and Winter (2012) found a 
new application for impure atoms in the field of spatial semantics.

If we allow for impure atoms (or, to use a more theory-neutral term, 'higher-order entities': atomic 
entities that are related to a corresponding set or sum), the general picture becomes as follows. 
We can refer to a collection of individuals by using either a syntactically singular or a syntactically 
plural NP. The syntactically singular NP (a group noun) can only refer to a higher-order entity (the 
collection as a whole); the syntactically plural NP (a definite plural) can refer either to the sum of 
the individuals that the collection consists of, or to the corresponding higher-order entity. Thus, 
the correspondence between syntax and semantics is not one-to-one.

There seems to be a parallel between this and the distinction between bare plurals and definite 
kinds (for more on those, see Chierchia 1998, Dayal 2004, Borik and Espinal 2012, among others): 
the former can refer to either kinds as a whole or individual members of the kind, the latter can 
only refer to the kind as a whole.

(28)a. Owls are actually not very wise.
b. The owl is actually not very wise.

Chierchia (1998) explicitly notes the parallel between definite kinds and group nouns:

(29)a. Owls / The councillors are numerous.
b. *The owl / The council is numerous.

Existential/quantificational uses of bare plurals that aren't available for definite kinds:
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(30)a. Dogs have ruined my tulip beds.
b. ??The dog / Canis lupus familiaris has ruined my tulip beds.

(31)a. Wolves grow bigger when you move north.
b. The  wolf grows bigger when you move north.

_____________
7. Further issues

• Group distributivity in languages that morphosyntactically distinguish property-type from 
quantificational indefinites

• Habitual aspect (Carlson 1977)

• Precise definitions of lexical mechanisms – 'world knowledge' overgenerates:

(32)The collection of boxes is large / weighs 100 kilos. (cf. Schwarzschild 2009)

_____________
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